
July 9, 2012 

 

Dear GHE Clan Representatives & Family Points-of-Contact, 

 

I would like to take this time to share the results of my consultation with Kenneth E. Baker, Esq. of Diatz 

& Jakob LLC (www.diazjakob.com) as I understand them. You are aware that I planned to take three 

matters into this fact-finding meeting. I hope you have shared those three points with your family groups. 

We cannot move forward unless we are communicating. Communication starts with you. 

 

Mr. Baker suggests that the GHE’s principal objective is to Quiet Title. Simply, a quiet title action is a lawsuit where someone 

asks a court to decide who owns a piece of real estate. Pertaining to the matter of the (1) Affidavit of Adverse Possession, the 

Richters and/or Earlene Jefferson bear the obligation to produce evidence that would shift claim away from the assertions of 

the GHE heirs to their own position. 

 

If I could speak for Mr. Baker, the matter of the filing of an (2) Affidavit of Heirship would be problematic given its intricacies 

(likely leading to a protracted period of time litigating GHE matters in probate) which above all do not lead expeditiously to the 

secondary objective outside of Quieting Title: the distribution percentages for the oldest living heirs of the GHE.  

 

Further, to my interpretation, Baker offered that no judge, for the sake of guarantee and simplicity in the court room, will find it 

useful for a title to be granted in the names of over 90 heirs. The suggestion was made that it may be beneficial for the family 

to create a Trust, thereby appointing a trustee to represent them as beneficiaries to any negotiated business deal. Further, 

Baker relays the Trust is the best and easiest way he knows how to solve our challenges given that an oil and gas company (or 

whomever) may not want to negotiate and/or write checks to over 90 heirs, but rather to one entity, via the appointed trustee. 

The Trust would disperse monies to the oldest living heirs according to their percentage prescribed by Texas law.  
 

As you know DCP Austin Gathering currently has an easement on the GHE. The (3) DCP pipeline matter, due to the legal right-

of-way, is not at this time of much significance as the Quieting of Title. 

 

Kenneth Baker quoted me $200/per hour and a $15,000 retainer. That is $1,670 per clan. When used, funds would obviously 

need to be replenished. Bills are received monthly and status reports as needed. Baker suggested a worse-case scenario to our 

matter on a scale of $20,000-$30,000 in legal fees (not to include copying, faxing and other incidentals, but excludes travel). 

However, it was made clear that this is a ballpark worse-case scenario and that really and truly anything can happen to shorten 

or extend the legal matter. 

 

Finally, if the majority of the GHE Organization voted to retain Kenneth Baker (Diatz & Jakob LLC), he would personally send 92 

statements requiring heirs’ signatures (majority returned preferable) to confirm that I am the authorized representative and 

will be the person to work with throughout the duration of the legal process, and that I am authorized to sign with him. There is 

an option for Clan Representatives to be included in the same fashion; however Baker suggested it would be much easier to 

have a single point of contact—whoever that individual may be. This will certainly need to be discussed. After receiving the 

statements from the 92 verified heirs, and then the retainer, Baker will proceed to build our case and file suit to Quiet Title. 

 

In closing, please remember all this is suggestion from my fact-finding mission and should be discussed first and then with the 

GHE body as an agenda item.  

 

 

Best Regards, 

Andrew Hardaway 

GHE Authorized Representative 

www.hardawayancestry.com 

646-619-7924 


